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About This Content

From Bittersweet Entertainment the 2nd music pack of the Future Steam Punk Collection has arrived!

From cogs and pipes to pumps and gears - there's something fantastical and fun about the Steampunk genre. Now you can bring
more epic Steampunk worlds to life with 20 BGM songs in Future Steam Punk Collection Vol.2!

BGM List (ogg / m4a):

1. BGM_Battle1_Drawn City_FSPC2
2. BGM_Battle2_ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝ_FSPC2

3. BGM_Battle3_Orbit_FSPC2
4. BGM_Battle4_Over Limit_FSPC2

5. BGM_Field1_Life_FSPC2
6. BGM_Field2_Memory Box_FSPC2

7. BGM_Scene1_I Try_FSPC2
8. BGM_Scene2_Null_FSPC2

9. BGM_Scene3_Sheng Sheng_FSPC2
10. BGM_Scene4_Zero Shock_FSPC2

11. BGM_Scene5_Funny Pumpkin_FSPC2
12. BGM_Scene6_Fairy Monster_FSPC2

13. BGM_Scene7_Mystery Ghost Town_FSPC2
14. BGM_Theme1_Gram_FSPC22
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15. BGM_Theme2_Spaceship Escape_FSPC2
16. BGM_Theme3_Tanzanite_FSPC2

17. BGM_Theme4_Liberation Gravity_FSPC2
18. BGM_Town1_Timeless Clock_FSPC2

19. BGM_Town2_Star Forest_FSPC2
20. BGM_Town3_Virus Busting_FSPC2
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Meow, just want to give my Tasty review!

 I purrchased this DLC 5\/24\/2018 , the day it was released because I liked the first collection THAT much.
That being said, I think some of the feedback from the first collections battle music has been taken and applied. The battle
music has a more "epic" flare to it as well. I am a fan of the big tempo changes and things within both collections, a little twist
of tasty up tempo here and there, and the sudden rests also, really get the catdrenaline flowing meow.

 Between the two collections the "upbeatness" is definitely in Vol.1, but both are amazing, and I like the groove of this
collection. The sound effect'ish stuff is welcome, as it kind of adds that technological tinge to whatever you are trying to add to
your rpg maker games. There is a bit more here in terms of things you could use each track for I think, but I really do enjoy Vol.
1 alot with tracks like Kate. I have to recommend both of these collections, highly if you want that futuristic or even modern sci-
fi vibe to your game. As far as where to put your $ if you had choose between this one and vol.1, it boils down more to what you
are looking for, Vol. 2 has more ambient and relaxing tunes.
Track 5 Field1_Life has an almost Sega Genesis meets the dance club thing going on, really can see traveling a grassy field
hoping not to get random encounters to that one.
Memory Box hits all the right spots even with the weird voice bits chopped in there for a cool future town exploring experience.
Overall, it seems like a bit more emotion was put into these. If you've bought the first music pack, and liked it, this one is just as
amazing. It's just got a bit more different vibe overall. You will not be disappointed.
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